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1 Introduction

The origin of the mass of hadrons has been drawing strong interest in nuclear
and particle physicists. In QCD, mass of hadrons is composed of a sum of
the effective mass of valence quarks, known as constituent quark mass, and
their interaction term. The effective mass of valence quarks is determined by
chiral property of QCD vacuum. This mechanism is understood as a conse-
quence of the dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry. In hot and/or dense
matter, this broken symmetry will be restored either partially or completely
and, hence, properties of hadrons, such as mass, decay modes and life time,
can be modified. Therefore we can study the chiral property of QCD vacuum
by measurements of the in-medium decay of vector mesons. In this proposed
experiment, we focus on vector meson mass in nucleus, since relatively large
mass modification is theoretically expected even at nuclear density [1]. Nu-
cleus can be considered as a “static” nuclear matter. While, with hot nuclear
matter, such as high energy heavy ion collisions, the density and temperature
of generated matter are not stable during a collision and it makes hard to
extract chiral properties of the matter from measurements.

Two experimental approaches have been to study hadron properties in
nucleus. One is focused on meson bound states in nucleus and another is
a direct measurement of mass and decay width via meson decay. At the
moment, two kinds of approaches are realized in independent experiments
and no experiment has performed simultaneous measurements.

One remarkable result is achieved by GSI-S236 group [2]. They observe
deeply bound 1s states of π− in 115,119,123Sn using the Sn(d,3He) pion-transfer
reaction. It’s result indicates a reduction of the chiral order parameter,
f ∗

π(ρ)2/f2
π ≈ 0.64, at the normal nuclear density, ρ = ρ0. Important results

are also obtained in direct measurements of mass distribution in nucleus.
The KEK-PS E325 experiment [3] measured the e+e− decays of light vector
mesons (ρ/ω/ϕ) made by the 12–GeV proton induced reaction in the target
nucleus. Their results suggests 9% decreasing of ρ meson mass. According
to their analysis, their result is consistent with the same decreasing of ω as ρ.
However, ω peak is sitting on ρ’s broad peak and the measurement has very
small sensitivities for ω meson mass modification. Modification of ρ meson
is also detected by TAGX-INS (KEK-TANASHI) group in π+π− channel in
γ + 3He/12C reaction [4]. The mass spectral modification of ω meson was
measured by the CBELSA/TAPS experiment in π0γ decay channel in γA re-
actions [5]. Since ρ mesons have a very small branching ratio (6.0× 10−4) to
π0γ decays, contribution of ρ meson is negligible in this measurement. Their
results show 14% decreasing of ω mass. Recently, CLAS at J-Lab reported
mass broadening of ρ meson, however they did not observe mass decreasing
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[6]. This contradiction will be solved in another proposed experiment (E16)
at J-PARC.

It can be said that the existence of the hadron modification in medium
has been established in these experiments. However, the origin of the mod-
ification is not clarified yet. There are also many explanations unrelated to
the chiral symmetry restoration.

Here we propose combined measurements of nuclear ω bound state and
direct ω mass modification. Nuclear ω bound states are measured in p(π−,
n)ω reaction and decays of generated ω meson are also measured with ω →
π0γ mode. Such exclusive measurement can supply essential information
to establish partial restoration of the chiral symmetry in nucleus. Figure 1
shows a schematic view of combined measurements.

Figure 1: Schematic view of combined measurements

2 ω meson in nucleus and proposed experi-

ment

Mass of ω meson at finite density, such as nucleus, has been studied in many
theoretical methods. Hatsuda and Lee studied using a QCD sum rule and
partial chiral symmetry restoration. They predicted 10∼20% decreasing for
ρ/ω mass at normal nuclear density [7]. Klingl et al. calculated the downward
mass-shift and even mass broadening of ρ/ω/ϕ in dense matter[8]. Some
models considered couplings to baryon resonances and predicted broadening
and slight increasing of ω mass[9, 10].

Calculations about possible ω bound states have been developped by
several groups. W. Weise and his group predict 30 MeV binding energy
[11]. H. Nagahiro et al. predict 50 MeV binding energy using an optical
potential method [12, 13]. Figure 2 shows a prediction of ω bound sate from
[13].
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Figure 2: Possible ω bound state [13]

In addition, ω meson properties have been calculated within varied mod-
els ranging from quark models, to phenomenological evaluations, or using
effective Lagrangians [14].

One of the current main questions is how we can distinguish these ef-
fects experimentally. For such purpose, an exclusive measurement is needed.
When a binding energy of a ω bound state in nucleus is measured, it can
be interpreted to optical potential and gives a phenomenological informa-
tion about interactions between mesons and nuclei. If mass distribution
of bounded ω meson is measured directly via decays, the relation between
mass distribution and nuclear-meson interaction is established experimen-
tally. Then, the amount of ω mass shift in direct mass spectrum and ω bind-
ing energy can be compared and such comparison gives information about
effects beyond the meson nuclei interaction, such as chiral symmetry restora-
tion. In terms of the QCD sum rule calculation, the calculation contains all
interaction between the meson and the matter, in principle. Thus, Hatsuda’s
prediction may contain so called other nuclear effects. This statement can
be checked in the proposed experiment.
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At this moment, only TAPS measured ω meson mass spectra with high
resolution. Their results are very encouraging, however the measurement is
inclusive and contains all effects discussed above.

In the proposed experiment, combined measurements of nuclear ω bound
state and direct ω mass modification. Nuclear ω bound states are measured
in p(π−, n)ω reaction and decays of generated ω meson are also measured
with ω → π0γ mode. This is the first measurement to see ω bound state in
nucleus.

In addition, the experiment has the first result to be compared theoret-
ical prediction directly in measurements of mass distribution. Theoretical
calculations of meson mass distribution assume that mesons exist at rest
in nuclear matter. Thus, previous experiments, such as TAPS and KEK-
E325, need some interpretation between experimental results and theoretical
predictions to take into account kinematics of generated mesons. In the pro-
posed experiment, measurements of nuclear ω bound states gives kinematical
conditions of generated meson.

Another issue is a large background in measurements. Evaluation of com-
binatorial background is a major issue in the direct mass measurements via
decays. M. Kaskulov et al. claims that TPAS results are not robust under
shape difference of combinatorial background [13]. Also, huge backgrounds
make observation of a broad bound state peak difficult. In the proposed
experiment, each measurement helps reducing the background in another
measurement and combined measurements can handle background evalua-
tions well.
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3 Experimental Apparatus

We measured p(π−, n)ω reaction and decays of generated ω meson with ω →
π0γ mode and pi0 meson is detected with two γ decays. In the measurements,
two detectors are needed. One is neutron detector at the forward region and
another is γ detectors for detecting 3 γ’s at target region.

Figure 3 shows ω momentum as a fucntion of π− in p(π−, n)ω reaction.
According to H. Nagahiro’s calculation (Fig. 2) 50MeV binding energy is
expected. Thus, the beam momentum of 2.0 GeV is required. K1.8 beam
line or high momentum beam line have to be used. The required beam
intensity is 107 of π− per spill. Also, emitted neutron should be detected

Figure 3: ω momentum as a function of π− in p(π−, n)ω reaction. Left: ω
mass dependences. Right: emitted neutron angle dependence

at 0 degree to minimize momentum transfer of ωmeson. Charged particles
including π− beam is swept by a magnet, such as SKS.

Figure 4 shows a schematic view of neutron counter which measure time
of flight to identify neutrons and measure neutron momentum. To achieve
enough mass resolution, time resolution should be less than 80 ps. With the
resolution of 80 ps and 20m flight path, 9 MeV/c2 can be achieved. At K1.8
beam line, The maximum flight path is 7m and the mass resolution of 30
MeV/c2 is achieved. The counter has 4 layers of scintillation counter and
will have 30% efficiency for neutron. The area of the counter is 30cm by 30
cm and the acceptance is δθ is 1◦.

Figure 5 shows a schematic view of the gamma counter which consists
of CsI crystal and is used at KEK E246 experiment. The read out of the
detector will be upgraded for a new T-violation experiment at J-PARC. The
detector has 12 acceptance holes for T-violation experiment, however, it’s
coverage is 75 %.
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Figure 4: Schematic view of neutron counter

Figure 5: Schematic view of gamma detector

Figure 6 shows invariant mass plot of ω meson smeared by energy reso-
lution of gamma detector. Top and bottom figures are for different energy
resolution. According to the calculation, δE/E = 3%/sqrtE is required.
Above gamma detecotr has δE/E = 2.8% at 200 MeV [15] and it will be
enough.

Obtained ω yield is briefly estimated with measured cross section. in
p(π−, n)ω reaction [16]. Figure 7 shows a summary plot of cross sections of
backward ω production as a function of

√
s in [17]. The production cross

section of 0.14 mb/sr is used for the estimation. Thickness of 1 cm of Carbon-
12 is chosen as a target and the estimated yield is ∼9000 per 100 shifts.

Another issue is final state interaction of π0. It is evaluated for TAPS
experiment [18]. According to this calculation, when π0 is scattered in nu-
cleus, mass distribution of ω have very large shift in lower side and the effect
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Figure 6: Invariant mass plot of ω meson smeared by energy resolution of
gamma detector. Three lines represent ω mass shift =0, 9%, 14%. 9% and
14% are measured value at KEK-E325 and TAPS. Top and bottom figures
are for different energy resolution.

is negligible in interested mass region, i.e. just below ω mass.
Trigger and evaluation of background are should be considered for pro-

posal stage. Trigger is a coincidence of 3 γ’s and forward neutron. Main
background in 3 γ’s measurements is 2 π0 decays and 1 γ missing. 2 π0

production cross section is measured and background will be estimated upon
a measured cross section.

4 Summary

we propose combined measurements of nuclear ω bound state and direct ω
mass modification. Nuclear ω bound states are measured in p(π−, n)ω re-
action and decays of generated ω meson are also measured with ω → π0γ
mode. Such exclusive measurement can supply essential information to es-
tablish partial restoration of the chiral symmetry in nucleus.
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Figure 7: summary plot of cross sections of backward ω production as a
function of

√
s in [17]
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